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Abstract 
 
This thesis examines the specific organizational elements that caused the 
Fleisher Art Memorial’s education programs to survive and thrive through the 
Great Recession of 2008.  The methodology for the paper was to interview 
individuals that represented vital roles for the organization. By interviewing 
individuals holding different roles within Fleisher, I was able to affect a 360 
degree view. Fleisher Art Memorial was an organization that stood out during the 
recession of 2008. Their new, strong leadership allowed them to refocus their 
mission to become more engaged with the community. Fleisher’s restructuring of 
their board and staff encouraged more productivity and renewed energy within the 
organization and it translated to those in the community. They not only were able 
to redesign their membership and programming but they improved the quality and 
made registration more steam lined and catered to the student body. By breaking 
down organization models and leadership techniques as well as education 
programming in this organization, I better understood the new techniques for 
nonprofits to sustain their educational programming for future generations 
through the difficult economic time.  
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Preface 
I began this study with the general question of defining what constitutes 
education programs in museums and how funding trends affect them.  I then 
narrowed my research to examine the impact, before and after the “Great 
Recession of 2008, on these programs.  As I delved into actual programs in the 
Philadelphia area, I found insufficient data to support a valid study.  However, 
one museum, the Fleisher Art Memorial stood out.  Not only were there sufficient 
data to examine, but an entire landscape of management practice focused not only 
on preserving and advancing their education programs, but on advancing the 
institution itself.  My findings provide important information for arts 
administrators, both those established and emerging. 
Because this study has taken a circuitous route to its final destination, I 
believe it is important to include portions of my original research statement and 
literature review.  To indicate those portions from its first iteration I will state 
them in italics.  Newer and added portions of the study will appear in plain text. 
Introduction 
Studies have been done about education programs in terms of their affect 
and contribution to their audiences but not about the funding available for them. 
It is important to study what the current education programs are in museums and 
the roles of fundraising for these education programs. With the economic climate 
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at a low, museum funding is suffering and cuts are being made on a government 
and private funding level. This literature review will be analyzing the current 
museum education departments and funding studies to see if museums sufficiently 
support the educational component of their missions. It targets a range of 
audience members but ultimately geared towards arts administrators so they can 
analyze their museum’s education program funding models to determine if they 
are allowing them to fulfill their educational component of their mission. Donors 
and the government funders can also learn from this review because it will show 
the importance of having a structured funding system in place for museum 
education programs in order to help the community grow and thrive. It also 
shows them that where their money goes and the benefits that come out of their 
gift. There have been no studies about the current funding components of museum 
education departments or if one even exists to sustain their important programs.  
There are some limitations to the research conducted for this literature 
review and for the thesis. The first limitation is that it will study museums 
programs specifically in the city of Philadelphia. The location will be the first 
limitation. It is still valid because Philadelphia is one of the major cities of the 
United States and has a high population of museums and cultural organizations. 
This will allow me to study different types of museums that all still have a strong 
focus on education. Another limitation is the budget size of the museums I will be 
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studying. I will be studying large institutions because they are more prominent in 
the city and their funding models are more structured over time compared to 
smaller organizations. These museums are all still well rounded. I will look at not 
only art museums but science, history and children’s museums to keep a good 
range of organizations. 
 In the literature review the main thesis is what is considered a museum’s 
educational function and how are their funds used and being affected by the 
economic climate. There are four main themes during my research analysis. The 
first one deals with types of education museums offer to inform their audiences. It 
varies depending on the museum, the type of funds they have available to them 
and what their mission and focus is on. The next theme between all of them is the 
author’s beliefs of the impact that education programs have on museums. Many 
museums sometimes fail to realize the impact their programs have on their 
revenue, public attention, donations and fulfillment of their mission. Another 
theme that is central to my research is funding museum programs and the effects 
of cuts to the museum budgets. This is a growing program more now than even 
with the stock market at an all time low and government funding being cut 
significantly. This has affected almost every museum in the country and has 
unfortunately prevented them from fulfilling their missions and their commitment 
to the community. The final theme relevant to the research had been the museums 
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as educators and how they fulfill their missions. Do they focus on the community, 
their patrons, or certain age brackets? How do they do that? All the research 
shows various ways to reach out to a community through museum education. With 
the economy in crisis and funding being cut to all arts and culture museums, it is 
important to study current museum education programs and the funding issues 
affecting them and study if it does impede on the educational component of their 
mission.  
 
Historical Literature Review 
One of the first things to look at when studying museum education 
programs is determining what researchers consider to be a museum itself. 
Johnson and Thomas claim that their definition of a museum “embraces art 
galleries and are major repositories of a country’s stock of objects and specimens 
of educational and cultural value.1” Suina explains that museums are places 
where people can share and collect parts of the world around them.2 While many 
authors and researchers use different types of organizations when they use the 
broad term “museum” including visual art, natural history, scientific, history, 
children’s etc., they all agree that it a place where people experience a collection 
                                                            
1Johnson, P. "The Economics of Museums: A Research Perspective." Journal of Cultural 
Economics 22.2/3 (1998):75. 
2Suina, Joseph H. "Museum Multicultural Education for Young Leaders." The Educational Role of 
the Museum.2nded.Routledge, 1999. 105. 
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from a specific area of our world. It is important when remembering this during 
the research because although one person may discuss only natural history 
museums rather than a visual arts museums, that they both believe the purpose of 
the museums are the same. To share with the community the collection of works 
so they can share, learn and experience a part of their culture.  
 One of the first themes to discuss is what types of education tools do 
museums offer their community. Funding sources for children and youth programs 
explains that focusing on the visitor’s experience rather than just the type of 
artwork is important to museum education. He recommends using artists as the 
teachers by commissioning them as collaborators whose main goals are to 
engage their audiences and teaching them about the works of art and their 
meaning. Henry also describes that museums are creating easier media tool to 
educate such as shorter and broader labels for the artwork, new digital media 
such as chat rooms online to discuss the art or headphones to hear the docent 
explain the exhibit. Varying their range of interpreters is also important in 
response to the education. Certain people relate better to certain age groups and 
break the stigma of types of education that focus on the older person teaching the 
young pupil. Suina describes three modes of education for museums to use. The 
first mode is the symbolic mode. It is used mostly in writing and conveys symbols 
to represent different meanings. The next mode is the iconic mode. This uses 
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images and “illustrates in real terms what is being taught.3” This is excellent to 
reach kids through films or hands on learning. The final mode is the enactive 
mode. This is one of the most successful and it uses authentic items, experiences 
and events. It involves going outside of a classroom setting and experiencing the 
culture by just playing with different elements. Changing types of education tools 
museums offer could allow the community to stay better engaged. It also helps 
museums get noticed more by their funders. Krishtalka suggests reinventing 
education programs and public programs for museums audiences to stay current 
and yet still knowledgeable.  
Museums in Philadelphia have specific types of education they are 
offering to engage their audience members and have them interact with the 
collection. According to the Philadelphia Museum of Art’s website, they offer 
school visits to the museum, an education newsletter, family and children 
centered programs, teacher programs at the museum and distance learning 
targeted for adult programs. The Franklin Institute describes on their website 
their various field trip packages. They have programs called interactive science 
shows that come to the classroom and camp and home school workshops to keep 
children engaged over the summer. They also have various youth programs and 
have teamed up with the free public Library of Philadelphia to learn about 
                                                            
3Suina, Joseph H. "Museum Multicultural Education for Young Leaders." The Educational Role of 
the Museum.2nded.Routledge, 1999. 105.pg 106 
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science with the library. The Please Touch Museum houses six large interactive 
exhibit zones that are all designed to encourage learning through play. This type 
of education targets children primarily and families can personalize their visits to 
the museum each time. The Academy of Natural Science offers field trips, 
homeschooling, teacher’s resources and special programs designed around 
education. Throughout all of these types of education follows the enactive and 
iconic modes which allow audiences to interact and experience the museum.  
Not only is the type of learning important, but how museums take on the 
role as educators is important as well and can vary from each type of museum. 
Henry explained that museums must open themselves up to be more than just 
focusing on pieces of art. Museums can participate with artists and the 
community to enhance the public’s respect for the programs because communities 
acknowledge museum’s standards of excellence and educational missions4. 
Museums can link these three educational elements to bring it to a new level of 
learning both with timeless art and interactive experiences. Suina that in order 
for museums to be educators, they must “enhance the visitors ability to 
understand, appreciate and respect the cultures they feature and learn the best 
teaching practices are to be sensitive to all cultures.5” Certain museums comment 
                                                            
4Henry, David. "Artists as Museum Educators: The Less Told Story." American Association of 
Museums MuseumNews November 2004 2004: 44. Pg.3 
5Suina, Joseph H. "Museum Multicultural Education for Young Leaders." The Educational Role of 
the Museum. 2nd ed.Routledge, 1999. 105.pg 106 
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on their role of educators and how they value their responsibility. While 
discussing budget cuts to their programs, Minnesota Historical Society Director 
Nina Archabel commented that they realize how serious their role is as an 
educational institution and they will fight for the funds to continue their work. 
While the economy has disintegrated, Natural History Museum’s roles are 
shifting. They can now take on a more interactive role in the development of 
research and the sustainability of their collections and conservation. This will 
enable future generations to learn and develop from the institution.  
Museums in Philadelphia continue their interactive education tools with 
their roles as museum educators. The Philadelphia Museum of Art (PMA) hosts 
Art Talks, art classes for children and adults and specific education exhibits 
geared towards interactive learning. The Franklin Institute is also center for 
learning. It is surrounded by programs and various education tools to facilitate in 
the learning of their audiences. They also take their educator duties online with a 
specific website dedicated to scientific learning for both teachers and students. 
The Please Touch Museum focuses on community outreach as a way for the 
museum to be an educator. They have community programs for children, families 
and regions as a whole. Many of these programs get the audience involved in 
learning and being prepared for school. This is crucial in future audience 
members and culture participants because if taught the right tools and cultural 
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values early, they will most likely continue to practice these values in the future. 
The Academy of Natural Science states on their site that they are educators by 
incorporating education into all of their programming and focuses on it being 
central to the mission. Museums programming no longer focuses on high 
unattainable culture for the public to just view. They now realize that to educate, 
they must become interactive with their audience to keep them engaged and 
interested. 
By being more interactive and having many different types of education 
programs, museums are also impacted by their education program. Since most 
museum programs are educational, they bring in a lot of revenue and varying age 
groups. They can also use these programs to reconnect to the community and 
share their collects with them. This helps museums personalize the audience 
experience by being more involved. When the Oprah Winfrey Foundation donated 
funding for an education program at the Museum of Broadcast Communication 
(MBC), the museum stated, "Preserving important radio and TV programs is a 
part of what the MBC does, but sharing that content by turning programs into 
educational tools is how we maximize the influence of our collection.6" This 
reinforces the idea of staying connected to the community and shows its influence 
                                                            
6Roach, Ronald. "Oprah Winfrey Foundation Funds Online Access to Civil Rights History 
Programming." Black Issues in Higher Education 21.25 (2005): 33. . 27 May 2010 
<http://www.library.drexel.edu/cgibin/r.cgi?url=http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?di 
=790820781&sid=1&Fmt=3&clientId=18133&RQT=39&VName=PQD>. 
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and importance to maintain a relationship. Another viewpoint is through 
multicultural education programs. Suina explains that being multicultural allows 
museums to be sensitive to visitors needs and in turn enhances their experience 
reinforcing a relationship with them. Johnson and Thomas also agree that 
education program maximize access and enhances a visitor’s experience. This is 
very important in not only repeating audiences but also possible funding and 
donor relations. For museums in Philadelphia, it is noted that education 
programs allows them to fulfill their missions and helps centralize their goals for 
all programming.  
Funding Museum Programs and the Effects of Cuts to Budget 
Fundraising in the nonprofit world is always a challenge. With the 
economy in crisis, it a more critical to determine how money is spent in museums 
and if there are more efficient ways to allocate funds. It is also an important to 
look at how cuts to museum’s budgets are affecting their ability to fulfill their 
mission and provide the right education programs for their areas. Johnson and 
Thomas discuss different ways museum’s can combat lower funding for their 
programs. One suggestion has been to start charging for admission if they have 
not already. This could send the message that what the museum offers is valuable 
to the public and worth paying for. Another point they raise is that the 
government should reexamine who makes the decisions of the distribution of 
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public funding. Perhaps it would be important that experts and professionals in 
each individual field (non profit organization in this case) determine proper 
funding allocations. Museum programs must also find new ways to reach the 
government and the public to convince them to see the importance of their 
educational programs for the neighborhood. When Shafroth was asked what the 
current state budget cuts will have on the museum programs, he answered 
“museums will want to think outside of the box; rethink how to approach state 
leaders about museum’s role and importance to the state.7” Also, if state leaders 
cannot decide proper ways to fund museum programs, perhaps rethinking 
museums dependence on state funding is crucial now more than ever. This is also 
a time for historical and cultural institutions to come together and stress how 
crucial they are to the public. Across America “the loss of funding results in cuts 
in fundraising and outreach efforts and cultural and youth programming and even 
fewer grants for community art projects.8” This begins to affect not only the 
operations of a museum but it prevents the museums from fulfilling their missions 
to education the public. Museums must fight harder than ever for funding. Drops 
in state money, visitor numbers, grants, individual donations and corporate gifts 
have all been affecting organizations. According to their IRS 990, in 2008 the 
PMA spent 79.5% of their budget on their programs. One of the ways they make it 
                                                            
7Shafroth, Frank. "Deep Cuts: The Crisis in State Funding." American Association of Museums 
Museum News July 2003: 31.pg. 3 
8Darlington, David M. "Facing "the Perfect Storm"."Museum News 2003.pg 5 
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easier to for people, corporations and the government to fund education 
programs is through their website. They have a sections called Education Wish 
list where specific amounts are listed that explains exactly where the money is 
going and what educational programs they can help fund. Seeing exactly where 
your money goes is important for many people because they feel more confident 
that their contribution really makes a difference. The Franklin Institute, Please 
Touch Museum and the Academy of Natural Sciences did not have a location on 
their website dedicated to specific educational funding as well as what percentage 
of their program expenses are specifically for education. Huber breaks down and 
addresses internal and external funding for projects or programs to supplement 
the museum’s educator’s budget. Museum educators should expect a part of the 
operating expenses (internal funding) to go towards staff, supplies, and materials 
needed for the museums primary educational programs. However exhibitions, 
programs and other public activities that “enable museums to fulfill their public 
responsibility need financial backing if they are to reflect high standards and 
engage a diverse audience.9” Having reliable sources of funding such as gift shop 
sales, food services, membership dues or even admission to the museum of exhibit 
can significantly contribute to the entire museum’s budget. Museum educators 
specifically must fight internally for proper educational programming funds. They 
                                                            
9Huber, Kimberly A. "Financing Museum Education Programs." The Museum Educator's Manual: 
Educators Share Successful Techniques. Maryland: AltaMira Press, 2009. 131. 
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should make sure they play an active role in the budget process and provide clear 
visitor numbers, revenue generated, and showcasing programming and activities 
that support the organization’s mission and collection. It is also important to go 
in with goals for the next three to five years to demonstrate a clear educational 
strategy to reach audiences and find new ways to appeal to them. Internally work 
with all museum departments including the development department to see how 
education programs can help them and plan with the development department a 
plan for funding education program each year. Determine when internal funding 
or external funding is needed. Internal funding can include educational programs 
the support themselves through charging admission to attend the exhibition, 
workshop or event. The Franklin Institute’s camp series for example charges 
admission to attend but families’ value it because it offers so many programs and 
educational activities for their children.  
 External sources mentioned earlier are important to look at to fund 
specific special educational events. Grants for example usually are awarded to an 
organization for a certain project or activity usually offered from government, 
corporations or foundations. While grants will support other parts of the 
museums, the educational department benefits mostly from them since they 
promote projects and programs overall. An example of this would be the Oprah 
Winfrey Foundation grant awarded to MBC that is mentioned earlier in this 
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paper. MBC created an online curriculum from the museum’s civil rights 
collection including TV and radio programs. It was part of MBC’s mission to 
preserve important radio and TV programs but turning them into an educational 
tool really spoke to the Oprah Winfrey Foundation because of its influence and 
ability to reach various audience members.10 Another important external took to 
going out and seeking funding from companies, and individuals. Most funders do 
not seek programs to fund; instead they wait for organizations to come to them to 
tell them about their programs and education projects and explain what the goals 
are of running them. Explaining the mission and what a funder can get in return 
are important points to make when asking for funding. Before asking for funding 
make sure that it fulfills the museum’s mission and educational standards and is 
approved by the board or executive director. Have clear goals and understanding 
of the program and what the budget is to run it successfully and making 
connections to the donors are important for them to relate to what the museum is 
doing. By taking the time to seek all areas for funding, museum education 
programs can maintain and sustain their mission to the public and their ability to 
offer it to future generations. 
                                                            
10Roach, Ronald. "Oprah Winfrey Foundation Funds Online Access to Civil Rights History 
Programming." Black Issues in Higher Education 21.25 (2005): 33. . 27 May 2010 
<http://www.library.drexel.edu/cgibin/r.cgi?url=http://proquest.umi.com/pqdweb?di 
=790820781&sid=1&Fmt=3&clientId=18133&RQT=309&VName=PQD>.pg.2. 
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Operational Literature Review 
 
The Impacts of the Recession of 2008 on Art Programs 
In recent years nothing has tested nonprofit art organizations more than 
the recession of 2008. Over the last 2+ years, America has had major cutbacks in 
their economic spending causing many nonprofits to rethink their programming 
and structure of their organization. 
 In May of 2009, the Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance (GPCA) 
began reporting on the economic climate of nonprofit organizations in the Greater 
Philadelphia region.  During this time, news spread that the Pennsylvania Senate 
moved to eliminate cultural funding. However, the studies also showed that it was 
during this time that the community demanded it most. It was not just the 
government that began to cut their funding, but corporate giving was beginning to 
decline as well. One- third of the eighty organizations that filled out the survey 
reported a decline in corporate support alongside a 38% decline in government 
funds.11 At this point in the recession, foundation support was relatively stable but 
it was the individual giving that stepped up to the plate with steady ticket sales 
                                                            
11McInerney, John. (2009, May 7, 2009). PA senate votes to eliminate cultural funding despite 
increasing public demand for arts. Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, pp. 2. 
Retrieved from http://www.philaculture.org/news/2921/pa‐senate‐votes‐eliminate 
cultural‐funding‐despite‐increasing‐public‐demand‐arts. 
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and “almost ¾ of the organizations reporting stable or increased individual 
giving.12”  
These statistics showed that although funding decreased there was still a 
public demand for the art. Therefore, art organizations adjusted their production 
by lowering costs but maintaining frequency. In January 2009, only 23% of 
organizations produced programs with lower budgets. By May that percentage 
almost doubled to 42%.13 Unfortunately cutbacks would result in reduced staff 
and marketing in order to offset the costs. Large organizations14 were regrettably 
more vulnerable during this period of the recession. Compared to smaller 
organizations, the larger ones were twice as likely to have decreased 
programming to cut expenses and over half of the organizations had already 
reduced staff (or planned to soon) to lower costs. Overall, despite all of the 
hardships, cultural organizations seemed prepared to weather the recession with 
42% having a “rainy day” cash reserves of one to three months’ worth of 
expenses readily available.15 Even though a third of the organizations were 
                                                            
12McInerney, John. (2009, May 7, 2009). PA senate votes to eliminate cultural funding despite 
increasing public demand for arts. Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, pp. 1. 
Retrieved from http://www.philaculture.org/news/2921/pa‐senate‐votes‐eliminate 
cultural‐funding‐despite‐increasing‐public‐demand‐arts. 
13McInerney, John. (2009, May 7, 2009). PA senate votes to eliminate cultural funding despite 
increasing public demand for arts. Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, pp. 1. 
Retrieved from http://www.philaculture.org/news/2921/pa‐senate‐votes‐eliminate‐
cultural‐funding‐despite‐increasing‐public‐demand‐arts. 
14 Organizations with budgets between $1‐10 million 
15McInerney, John. (2009, May 7, 2009). PA senate votes to eliminate cultural funding despite 
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expecting a deficit for that fiscal year, cultural leaders were primed to create more 
programming with less funding. 
Five months later another report came out from the GPCA documenting 
the continued effect that the recession had on cultural organizations in 
Philadelphia. At this point, many Americans were hopeful that maybe the 
recession was ending but the nonprofit sector realized that for them it was just 
beginning. Since nonprofits rely on donations for more than half of their income, 
they were prepared to cut back even more to weather the continued recession and 
still maintain their level of quality in their programming. A local reader 
commented that “agility and ability to lead change are vital skills right now, not 
just in our institution but within our local arts landscape.”16Arts organizations had 
to be prepared for the challenge to change their systems to continue producing 
quality programming. 
 Once again organizations notice a trend in their growing individual 
support. One in four organizations reported increased ticket sales, up 3% from 
earlier that year and nearly one in three reported an increase in membership and 
                                                                                                                                                                  
increasing public 
demand for arts. Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, pp. 2. Retrieved from 
http://www.philaculture.org/news/2921/pa‐senate‐votes‐eliminate‐cultural‐funding‐
despite‐increasing‐public‐demand‐arts. 
16McInerney, John. (2009, October 16, 2009). The recession may be over, but its impact on 
cultural organizations has just begun. Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, pp. 3. 
Retrieved from http://www.philaculture.org/news/6853/recession‐may‐be‐over‐its‐
impact‐cultural‐organizations‐has‐just‐begun. 
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subscription. 17 Unfortunately, another trend continued as government spending 
dropped in almost half of the organizations and corporate continuing to decline 
with 37% reporting decreases. As the year progressed, foundations also began to 
cut back on funding with 36% of organizations reporting decreases from 
foundation support.  
Because of the decreasing funds from their supporters, nonprofits were 
forced to reduce their staff and hours and more organizations were beginning to 
decrease their programming to offset the costs. One of the most troubling 
statistics was that “49% of reported organizations were altering programming to 
cut costs, compared to just 28% in April 2009.”18 Nonprofit organizations were 
forced to alter their programming in order to survive another fiscal year and many 
were not sure how they were going to get through the next.  
In April 2010, signs of hope began to shine through the cloudy recession 
of 2008. Cultural organizations were finding ways of producing art with less 
money while individuals in the community rallied together to support the arts. 
“The mission to serve increasing public demand, while maintaining access and 
                                                            
17McInerney, John. (2009, October 16, 2009). The recession may be over, but its impact on 
cultural organizations has just begun. Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, pp. 3. 
Retrieved from http://www.philaculture.org/news/6853/recession‐may‐be‐over‐its‐
impact‐cultural‐organizations‐has‐just‐begun. 
18McInerney, John. (2009, October 16, 2009). The recession may be over, but its impact on 
cultural organizations has just begun. Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, pp. 4. 
Retrieved from http://www.philaculture.org/news/6853/recession‐may‐be‐over‐its‐
impact‐cultural‐organizations‐has‐just‐begun. 
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affordability is harder than ever to achieve.”19 Organizations were taking the 
challenge and finding ways to even produce affordable, quality programming to 
their constituents. An example of this commitment came from the African 
American Museum CEO, Romona Riscoe Benson. She stated that “in the face of 
severe six- figure cutbacks in government support, we remain committed to 
keeping our doors open and ensuring that our community has access to world- 
class programming such as Audacious Freedom. And given the 22% increase in 
attendance since the exhibit’s opening, we know we’re doing the right thing.”20 
The GPCA statistics also proved to have positive statistics where programming 
was concerned. More than two thirds of the cultural organizations produced 
programs with lower budgets and 43% even increased or expected to increase 
programming to meet the public demands. Individual support trends also 
remained healthy by showing increased ticket sales in 37% of the organizations 
and over three quarter of nonprofits reporting stable or increased Individual 
giving.21 
                                                            
19McInerney, John. (2010, April 9, 2010). Cultural sector survey reveals early signs of optimism 
amid challenges. Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, pp. 1. Retrieved from 
https://www.philaculture.org/news/8277/ 
20McInerney, John. (2010, April 9, 2010). Cultural sector survey reveals early signs of optimism 
amid challenges. Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, pp. 1. Retrieved from 
https://www.philaculture.org/news/8277/ 
21McInerney, John. (2010, April 9, 2010). Cultural sector survey reveals early signs of optimism 
amid challenges. Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, pp. 1. Retrieved from 
https://www.philaculture.org/news/8277/ 
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Even though individual support was remaining steady, other funding for 
cultural organizations remained volatile. Government support of nearly half of the 
organizations was still diminishing and a third still reported declines in Corporate 
support. Foundations had not fared much better, reporting that almost a third of 
the organizations had declines in foundation funding. Although the economic 
climate started to look a little positive, nonprofit programs were still adjusting to 
the decrease in money and staff.  
 In December 2010, cultural organizations were beginning to adjust to their 
new reality. At this time of the recession, many nonprofits were balancing their 
finances better and still producing art programs with less money and staff. One of 
the ways organizations responded to the new environment was through 
collaborations and partnerships. This was the key to surviving the recession 
because organizations can partner together to both fulfill their mission and 
programming by using each other’s assets. In the new GPCA survey, 46% of 
organizations had or were expecting to collaborate with others.22 While staffing 
has stabilized, it was now at a lower level and will most likely remain low until 
the recession is over. Individual giving and ticket sales continued to remain steady 
for almost half of the organizations and even 31% reported a slight increase. This 
                                                            
22McInerney, John. (2010, December 16, 2010). Cultural groups responding to new environment: 
Programs, collaborations continue with smaller budgets & staff. Greater Philadelphia 
Cultural Alliance, pp. 1. Retrieved from http://www.philaculture.org/news/10277/ 
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statistic showed the public support for the arts programs in the Philadelphia region 
and how much they value their cultural sector.  
 The remaining funding sources still remained unsteady in their support. 
Just over half of reported organizations said that foundation funding was 
relatively stable and 65% of corporate support remained stagnant with no increase 
in support over the last six months. Regrettably, government funding is still 
declining with 49% of all organizations reporting decreased funding.23  This 
figure has remained steady for the last year.   
Despite all of the hardships, cultural organizations were stabilizing and 
three quarters of surveyed nonprofits were not expecting a deficit in the current 
fiscal year. Organizations are learning to function at lower costs and yet still 
maintaining quality programming to meet the public needs, however they still 
have hardships ahead. Staffing is severely cut among many organizations and the 
demands are still expected to be met. It is up to organizations in Philadelphia to 
remain resourceful during the turbulent economic climate.  
The Positive Qualities of Executive Leadership in Nonprofits 
 Leadership is one of the most discussed topics in business and nonprofit 
research. It is important for a nonprofit to have a leader who can lead the 
                                                            
23McInerney, John. (2010, December 16, 2010). Cultural groups responding to new environment: 
Programs, collaborations continue with smaller budgets & staff. Greater Philadelphia 
Cultural Alliance, pp. 1. Retrieved from http://www.philaculture.org/news/10277/ 
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organization towards their mission goals. However, an executive leader cannot 
accomplish it alone, and that is why it is important to discuss the qualities and 
decisions directors can make to keep an organization healthy and thriving.  
 Many nonprofit organizations are in demand for resources and funding. 
The result of this condition is that leaders’ success is gauged on their ability to 
provide visionary leadership, and making a compelling case for their cause. This 
charismatic feature will drive funding, motivate staff, and attract volunteers. Stid 
and Bradach warn however that “such nonprofits often exhibit the stresses of 
operating as if they were in constant start-up mode, too often replying on the 
charisma of their leader to resolve an operating crisis that an experienced manager 
might have helped the organization avoid.24” So how can a leader be both a 
visionary and an effective manager? 
 While it is important for an executive leader to focus on mission, it is also 
important to implement some structure and clarity in the organization to allow 
everyone else to focus on it as well. Hudson, Stid and Bradach all agree that 
offering everyone in the organization strategic clarity and focused goals allows 
strategies and structures to realign around a common objective. Hudson specifies 
that a leader who can “clarify the mission, establish top-quality strategic and 
                                                            
24Stid, Daniel and Jeffrey Bradach. “How visionary nonprofits leaders are learning to 
enhance management capabilities.” Pg 35. 
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operational plans, creating teams to deliver the plans and establishing systems of 
accountability are widely seen as the indispensable elements of strong 
leadership.25” By putting these priorities and goals in place, everyone in the 
organization understands his or her role in achieving the mission. Once clarity is 
in place, a leader can begin to hone in on a few measures to be able to decipher if 
there is an unproductive section of the organization. If clarity is in place, than 
everyone will be able to see if a system is not working and will understand when 
it needs to be altered.  
 An example of this method comes from an organization called Jumpstart. 
The executive leader at the time, Rob Waldron, focused on three measures: the 
number of kids served the gain per child, and the cost per tutor hour. Because of 
these measures, Jumpstart was able to see that one site was using twice as many 
resources as comparables to serve the same number of children and produce the 
same results. Having those measurements allowed the organization to flag 
unproductive variations across sites while having few people question the need to 
change it.26 
 Leaders not only have to focus their attention inside and outside the 
organization but they must also focus on present operations and future 
                                                            
25Hudson, M. (2005).Leading with integrity. In John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (Ed.), Managing at the 
leading edge (pp.151). San Francisco: Jossey‐Bass. 
26Stid, D., & Bradach, J. (2009). How visionary nonprofits leaders are learning to enhance 
management capabilities.Strategy & Leadership, 37(1), 38. 
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possibilities.27 In order to handle these responsibilities, a positive quality of a 
director is their ability to build a strong team. In order to fulfill their many roles, 
leaders must assemble a small team of focused individuals who can allow the 
organization to perform at the highest level of success. This will allow the 
executive director to oversee external and internal issues without having to 
sacrifice one for the other. The first decision must be for the chief executive to 
determine the number of people that serve as the top leaders in the organization 
and what roles should they represent. The number will vary from each 
organization’s mission and people they serve however it is good to implement a 
person in each main area of the organization. For example, a director can decide 
to have a lead manager in Programs, Development, Administration and Finance. 
Having a smaller team makes it manageable for the director to set clear 
expectations and have adequate support. This team must still possess the strategic 
clarity mentioned earlier in my paper to work towards a common goal and 
mission.  
 While it is important to have the right people join the team, it is equally 
important to let individuals go that cannot rise to the organization’s level. This 
could be very difficult for a leader if those individuals have been a part of the 
organization for a long time or if they are passionately dedicated to the cause.  In 
                                                            
27Hudson, M. (2005).Leading with integrity. In John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (Ed.), Managing at the 
leading edge (pp.151). San Francisco: Jossey‐Bass.pg. 177. 
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the end, if it will ultimately make the organization stronger and more efficient, the 
leader must remain strong and let those people go.  
 Another positive quality of an executive leader is their ability to be an 
active advocate for change. A nonprofit organization is constantly growing and 
changing with the community and it is up to the leader to “reinforce not only why 
change is necessary, but also how it will strengthen the organization’s ability to 
sustain its impact and live into its mission over time.28” This can be particularly 
tough during a trying time however leaders must be open and honest about why 
certain practices need to be done and what the ultimate payoff is.  
 A strong leader not only has to be focused on internal operations but 
external factors. This requires dedication to the values of the organization and the 
trust and respect of the people they lead. By implementing clear strategic goals, 
leaders can unify their organization members to work towards their mission and 
enable them with a clear understanding of what that entails. Forming a focused 
management team to lead the internal goals of the nonprofit allows adequate 
support for the executive while also holding members accountable for their work.  
Finally, being an advocate for change is an important quality for a leader. With 
the trust and support of their members, a director can highlight the position 
aspects of change and remind everyone what the mission and the impact is of the 
                                                            
28Stid, D., & Bradach, J. (2009). How visionary nonprofits leaders are learning to enhance 
management capabilities. Strategy & Leadership, 37(1), pg. 39. 
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organization. A strong, positive leader will recognize that the organization will 
benefit from the chosen investments in the development of themselves and their 
staff.29 
 
                                                            
29Hudson, M. (2005).Leading with integrity. In John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (Ed.), Managing at the 
leading edge (pp.151). San Francisco: Jossey‐Bass.pg.177. 
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Problem Statement 
What were the specific organizational elements that caused the Fleisher 
Art Memorial’s education programs to survive and thrive through the Great 
Recession of 2008? 
 
Complete description and brief history of Fleisher 
The Fleisher Art Memorial is a non-profit organization dedicated to 
providing affordable art instruction to the community of Philadelphia. Children 
and Adults from all cultural and economic backgrounds can come to Fleisher to 
experience creative experiences and learn from a distinguished faculty of working 
artists in various mediums and expertise. Matt Braun is the current executive 
director. At Fleisher Art Memorial there are five departments; Facilities, 
Development, Finance, Education and Visitor Services. Each one is led by a 
manager or director who oversees the remaining 21 staff members of the 
organization. (Appendix 1.) 
Fleisher Art Memorial began in 1898 when Samuel S. Fleisher began 
holding art classes for poor children in the neighborhoods that his factory workers 
resided. It evolved when the art classes were then offered in the Jewish Union 
Building and donned the name Graphic Sketch Club. The club quickly grew when 
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the classes were extended to adults and children of all races and nationalities. 
Fleisher created this space as a place when students can enjoy the experience of 
creating art and only pay for their own materials.  
 Over the next eight years, the Graphic Sketch Club increased enrollment 
and moved to 740 Catharine Street so it could expand and reach a larger audience. 
Fleisher grew the space by acquiring the Saint Martin’s College for Indigent Boys 
in 1916 for classes and the Episcopal Church of the Evangelist in 1922 for his 
private art collection that he opened to the public and dubbed the “Sanctuary”. 
Although Samuel S. Fleisher ventured in many education and community projects 
during his life, the Graphic Sketch Club remained his “proudest achievement” and 
he made sure he left a 2.2 million dollar estate in his will for the club. He dictated 
that it could remain a museum or school, but did not state that it had to be free of 
charge. In 1944 the Graphic Sketch Club became the Samuel S. Fleisher Art 
Memorial and it continues to offer certain programs “free of charge in honor of 
Fleisher’s singular vision and as a matter of tradition.”30 
Methodology 
 In order to understand the organizational elements of Fleisher Art 
Memorial that led to their survival and growth in the recession, I decided that 
interviews would be the most effective form of research. I chose to interview 
                                                            
30 Information about the history of Fleisher Art Memorial was collected from the organizations 
website, organizational chart and their executive director. 
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individuals that represented vital roles for the organization. By interviewing 
individuals holding different roles within Fleisher, I was able to affect a 360 
degree view. 
I began with the Executive Director and the Director of Arts Education 
and Community Engagement. My goal with these interviews was to learn 
information about Fleisher from a leadership perspective. The leaders would be 
able to identify events or changes in the organization that occurred during the 
recession and their reasoning behind conducting them. I continued my interview 
process by meeting with a representative of a long standing funder. They would 
be able to provide me with a perspective of an outside community funder that has 
supported Fleisher Art Memorial and help fund their programming. Next, I 
interviewed a representative from Fleisher’s board of directors. They represented 
the board’s view of what elements were involved in Fleisher during the recession 
and how they believe the organization was fairing. My next interview would be a 
faculty member. This person would gain me the perspective of the faculty and 
how they perceived Fleisher’s programming and growth. This person would also 
be able to discuss their observations of the student’s behavior and reactions to 
Fleisher. My final interview would be with a current student of Fleisher’s art 
classes. This person would assist me with research from the perspective of the 
consumer. I chose to interview with a student from the adult classes rather than 
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their children’s programs so I could obtain the most insight and details into the 
procedures of the organization.  
 Another part of my research was collecting Fleisher’s budgets from 2008, 
2009 and 2010 in order to analyze their spending and funding trends during the 
economic climate. I would use this research to help clarify why certain actions 
were made in the organization. Statistics were also used from the recession to gain 
perspective of the threat on art organization’s funding and programming. Finally 
research on the lifecycles of nonprofits was also used after my interview with the 
Executive Director. In order to understand their perspective and what Fleisher Art 
Memorial was experiencing, I researched the stages of a nonprofit organization. I 
believe both the interviews and the quantitative research will effectively 
contribute to my thesis and allow me to analyze what factors allowed Fleisher to 
remain stable and effective during the recession.  
Research 
 I began my research with a comprehensive and informational interview in 
order to study all I could about Fleisher Art Memorial in the last three years. In 
order to get the most information about the organization and the education 
programs, I met with the Executive Director, Matt Braun.  I also asked the 
Director of Arts Education and Community Engagement, Magda Martinez, to join 
us as well. After informing Matt about my thesis topic and my hope for the case 
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study, I asked both of them to narrate me through the last three years at Fleisher 
within the context of the recession.  
Matt Braun came to the organization in 2007 after an executive director 
left who hold the position after 33 years. After such a long residency, Matt 
described the leadership and staffing as stagnant. The organization had come to a 
standstill and had begun to decline.  In order to describe the state of the 
organization he drew what he called the “oh s#*#” timeline. The graph he began 
to draw very closely resembled the nonprofit lifecycle diagram in the book, 
Nonprofit Lifecycles (Appendix 6.). Braun described that when he came, Fleisher 
was right before the point where the organization had to decide to either make a 
turnaround and regenerate, or terminate.  
 In order to understand what issues caused this decline; Matt Braun spent 
the first year just listening and learning about Fleisher. Going into 2008, he began 
to make changes to the organization to restructure it to become more efficient. He 
claimed three points of restructuring helped stabilize the organization during the 
recession of 2008. The first was open communication with the staff and board. 
This allowed both parties to keep each other informed about their work and also 
kept them united with their goals. Matt Braun’s second point of restructuring was 
positive feedback and the morale of staff. One of Braun’s observations when he 
arrived at Fleisher was the staff’s low morale about office upkeep and lack of 
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administrative support.  He used feedback and comments he learned the first year 
from the employees and began to “untangle the knot” in the staffing by hiring 
more administrative aid and creating a facilities department to provide a custodial 
support system. This kept staff morale more positive and the organization’s space 
more organized and efficient. The third area of restructuring that kept them 
stabilized during the recession was board restructuring. Some people that had 
served on the board and needed to step back did so and others joined and served 
in areas where their strengths were best suited.  
 Matt Braun then went into detail about the changes that occurred at 
Fleisher Art Memorial when the recession of 2008 hit. Programming had to be 
scaled back from thirty programs in 2008 to sixteen in 2009 in order to maintain 
quality and keep the organization stable. In 2010 they were able to increase the 
programs to twenty while still maintaining stability. Other areas in the 
organization that were sacrificed resembled the same as fellow organizations that 
participated in the Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance (see recession section). 
Fleisher scaled back on printing, marketing and also looked for more revenue 
generating streams.  
 One of the larger changes at Fleisher Art Memorial during the recession 
occurred in memberships and classes. They began requiring mandatory 
membership for all students (even if they took tuition-free classes). The number 
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of workshops was also increased. This change allowed Fleisher to control their 
free programs better; they were also able to gauge who were taking the classes. 
Magda Martinez also mentioned that the lengths of class terms for all programs 
were reevaluated. Fleisher looks at other organizations for examples in order to 
see what the longest and most cost effective route would be. It was then 
determined to standardize the terms fall, winter, and spring terms with a short 
summer session also offered. While they contemplated this system to be 
temporary, ultimately it was decided to be regularized to have a set class schedule 
for each year. Large changes to the membership sparked pushback from the 
students. Braun commented that he believed it might be in part to a lack of 
communication at the time from the organization to the students. Not only were 
the students upset about membership being required, but they were also troubled 
by the stricter rules on people coming and going as they pleased in the studios. 
Between 2007-2008, Fleisher responded to the student’s ill temperament by 
calling a town hall meeting to discuss the changes and explain that the 
membership was only a part of the changes that the organization was making. The 
meeting gave a wider perspective and led to the Student Advisory Council being 
developed. The council was designed to meet with staff members and discuss not 
only student feedback but also to allow the community to be a part of the 
organization creativity. To this day, the council still meets regularly to discuss 
ideas.  
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 During the recession, besides the membership, many other components of 
the organization also changed. It was mentioned earlier that the Board went 
through changes with new people joining and others ending their terms. Matt 
Braun also appointed Elizabeth Price to be the new board president. These 
changes brought new life to the board. It became stronger and one of the signs of 
their growth and strength occurred when Braun noticed that more people that they 
wanted on their Board sought the organization out first to get involved. Another 
sign of the board’s strength was that instead of just leaving when a board member 
term is up, that member cultivated members of the community to become 
involved and established an orientation program for new members. Even after 
they leave they still were recruiting prospects and cultivating on their own.  
 After learning about all of the changes to the staff, board and students, I 
began to dive further into the Art Education Department specifically to learn more 
about how they handled the recession. Magda Martinez explained that before 
2008 there was no structure in the education programs. The offsite and on site 
programs had different rules and structures and there was a lack of 
communication between the two. This issue led to Braun (and the rest of the staff) 
to create the Education Department. Martinez became the Director of the 
department who oversaw a manager of children and youth programs and a 
manager of adult programs. This move united the on and off site program, so that 
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now the children program manager and the adult program manager oversaw all 
classes no matter where they were located. Everyone became united under the 
same goals and mission. Another position was created to showcase student work. 
While museums usually have exhibitions and then they provide education, 
Fleisher put education first and then utilized exhibitions to showcase the art and 
appeal to visitors.  
 During the end of the interview, I reached out to Braun to see what his 
final thoughts were about the recession and Fleisher’s stability and growth. He 
explained that he prefers to use the word enhance rather than grow. The key to 
Fleisher sustaining themselves and the education programs was to build a core 
and not be “fad driven”31. It is okay to grow and produce new programs but an 
organization must still remain committed to its core beliefs and mission.  
Board Perspective 
 After learning so much about the board changing and growing, I was 
interested to hear about Fleisher from the perspective of a board member, so I met 
with current board president, Elizabeth Price to learn more. Price became 
involved with Fleisher after joining a women’s committee for Fleisher. She was 
impressed by the strong, involved women so she became a bigger presence in the 
organization. She participated in the “Postcards from the Edge” event in 2004 and 
                                                            
31 Fad Driven is meant to mean to the organization will not base programs on fads like twitter, 
Facebook, etc. 
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noticed that there was little organizational feedback. She joined the board in 2005 
to get additional support for the postcard project however she quickly noticed the 
board was not a cohesive unit. She became more involved when Fleisher was 
searching for a new Executive Director by managing the education programs in an 
executive director’s absence. When Matt Braun became the Executive Director, 
one of his first decisions was asking Price to be the new Board President.  
 When asked about her perspective on how the economic crisis affected 
Fleisher and its programs, Price exclaimed that transparency was the key. She was 
able to stay up to speed thanks to an open communication with Fleisher and Matt. 
Although the winter of 2008 was a difficult time for Fleisher (as well as many 
others), she stated that by 2009 everyone involved in the organization put together 
a proactive list with  goals to meet. One of those goals was to project Fleisher into 
the community and get the word out about their programs. Another goal that she 
had was to identify what to ask from the board (exp. new members and more 
frequent meetings). Price also explained what she thought was the biggest 
changes made in the board to strengthen it. One of the most important changes 
was instituting board term limits. Before 2008 there was no set limit for a board 
member to be able to serve. By instituting term limits, board members became 
focused on constantly recruiting and staying fresh. As president, she also mapped 
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out what the needs of the board were and outlined how they were going to meet 
them.  
When Fleisher began strategic planning, it allowed the board and staff to 
institute professional development by holding a staff/board retreat to grow as a 
team, as well as individually. Price stated that the strategic plan also led to 
committees being developed on the board so individuals with certain skills could 
utilize them to benefit the organization. For example, an executive committee was 
created to allow more voices to be heard in decisions and to help oversee all of the 
various committees.  A mentoring program was also developed so board members 
could help each other grow and stay productive for Fleisher. One of the qualities 
that Price was proud of her board members to have was that they all feel that they 
have something to offer. All of the board members were and continue to be very 
excited and dedicated to the mission of the organization.  
Price concluded the interview by discussing that the recession of 2008 is 
still a threat to the organization and that the board needs to make a larger effort to 
cultivate larger donations. However, the board dynamic has changed dramatically, 
allowing board meetings to be interactive and open so everyone is engaged and 
that everyone works hard to redefine their goals and works toward a common 
mission.  
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Community Funder 
Another important perspective for my research came from a long time 
funder of Fleisher. The Fels Fund is a private foundation that focuses on 
community programs, education and the arts. I saw that they had donated to 
Fleisher Art Memorial for many years, and meeting with a representative from 
there would allow me to learn why they have supported Fleisher for so long. I met 
with Helen Cunningham, the executive director of Fels Fund, to learn more. She 
spoke about how the Fels Fund provided money and support for operating budgets 
for arts and education programs. If Fels supports a particular organization, it also 
gives that nonprofit a seal of good housekeeping.  
Since the recession was affecting not only art organizations but 
foundations as well, I asked how the economic crisis affected the Fels Fund and 
their granting activity.  Cunningham explained that the endowment took a serious 
dive. They lost 20% of its value, so giving was down by over a half million 
dollars. Because of this downturn, priorities shifted to focus on those serving the 
neediest.32 In order to guarantee that the organizations were using their grants 
accordingly, Fels Fund requires financial accounting to see where the money was 
spent. Narratives are also required to learn about the programs and site visits are 
periodically done. An organization would not be able to reapply if the report is 
not complete. 
                                                            
32 Cunningham described neediest as those that served the community and education programs. 
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 When asked about Fleisher, she gave me the long history that exists 
between the two organizations. Samuel Fels and Samuel Fleisher were both active 
men in the community at the same time (it is not confirmed if they actually knew 
one another but it is likely). Both men worked together with common goals- 
helping immigrants. They were both part of the CPA (Caring People Alliance). 
This allowed Fleisher Art Memorial to be an easy grantee because each 
organization had (and still have) goals that coincide together.  
At this point in the interview, we began discussing the giving trends that 
the Fels Fund had with Fleisher Art Memorial. When analyzing Fleisher’s budgets 
for the 2008, 2009, and 2010 fiscal year, I observed what I believed was an 
increase of donating in those three years. Helen Cunningham explained that my 
studies were inaccurate and began to clarify their support. In 2008, the Fels Fund 
donated $8,000 however in 2009 they were forced in the crisis to not support 
them. However, in 2010 they tried to get back to what they once donated by 
awarding Fleisher $7,500.33 Although they unfortunately could not support 
Fleisher in 2009, the Fels Fund still has a twenty one year history of grants 
awarded to Fleisher which included a $25,000 grant awarded in 2004 from an 
adopted son of Samuel Fels. Cunningham also went into greater detail about how 
                                                            
33When I approached Matt Braun to clarify their records, he responded that Helen’s numbers 
were correct. In 2008, the Fels Fund awarded Fleisher with $8,000 for the community residency 
program, 2009‐ a year was taken off, and in 2010 they were granted $7,500 for the community 
residency program. 
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satisfied they were with Fleisher’s work. She is personally very connected to 
Fleisher. Her husband is on the board and she has taken classes there.  
Because she is personally connected, I asked her what her closing thoughts 
were on Fleisher’s changes during the economic crisis. She believed they made 
good changes to the personnel. Matt Braun participates more in the neighborhood 
and their grant writing is significantly stronger. Instead of sitting around waiting 
for the community, Fleisher brings art education to them and focuses on local 
needs and tried to fulfill them. 
Faculty Perspective 
 After learning about Fleisher from the staff, board and funder, I reached 
out to a faculty member since they interact with the organizations constituents and 
staff on a regular basis. John Sevcik has been a faculty member since 2006. When 
he first interviewed there for a teaching position, he instantly felt at home and 
realized that Fleisher was full of talented, interesting, and nice people. To him 
“Fleisher was Philadelphia’s Art Students League, without the need for self-
governance that the Art Students League requires.”  
 As the interview progressed, I asked him to give his perspective on how 
the economic crisis affected Fleisher and its programs. He described the open 
communication with the staff and the faculty so they were all aware of the 
recession and its possible effects. Sevcik described how Fleisher began 
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administering surveys to students to gain more feedback on the programs. 
Another aspect he noticed about Fleisher was their ability to steam ahead as if 
nothing was amiss. During this time there was a team that came in and created a 
new brand for Fleisher, which included some faculty input about the look and 
about what Fleisher meant for them. This gave Sevcik a sense of progress in the 
midst of a challenge. Overall, he did not feel that there were any negative effects 
on Fleisher due to the economic crisis; in fact there may have been some benefits. 
For instance, he described a free class that he used to teach. Before the 
membership changes, he realized that many students used his course as personal 
studio time and survived the class by ignoring him. However when that class 
eventually turned into a paid-for class, even though there were still plenty of free 
instruction available at Fleisher, many advanced members stepped up to the plate 
and, in his opinion, strengthened the program overall. 
 In 2008 Fleisher began restructuring the Education Department. This 
change affected not only the organization but the faculty and students as well. 
When asked to give me some examples of how it affected the faculty and what he 
observed about the organization, Sevcik spoke of a growth and strength in the 
staff and department. The organization made more of an effort to see who they 
could serve at both a local and regional reach. He felt the education department 
was more responsive than before and that they strived to find out how best to do 
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things or improve their programming. An example of this was when the 
department saw a demand for free classes during the day, they moved Sevcik’s 
“Observation, Memory and Imagination” free course to the daytime for the first 
time this upcoming fall.  
 After hearing the changes that Fleisher made that affecting the faculty, I 
reversed direction and asked how he felt the faculty contributed to Fleisher’s 
stability during the crisis. He described that faculty develop a following due to 
their ability to teach and encourage. This brings students back every term. Faculty 
members are one of the faces of Fleisher, and they are appreciated that way. He 
also spoke of the “Dear Fleisher” biennial Exhibit and Sale. Fleisher asks artists 
from all over Philadelphia to make 4”* 6” paintings on card stock. The paintings 
are not signed on the front and at the sale patrons can buy any painting for $50. 
They do not know if the artist is famous or not or worth more at the time or no. It 
is exciting and a lot of money is raised. This event is something that faculty 
contribute not only work but they solicit artists as well to participate.  
 John Sevcik’s closing thoughts on Fleisher was that “if we got this far, I 
think we’ll make it the rest of the way.” Fleisher is strong for their ability to 
connect past strength and mission with the present practices and ideas that the 
director advocates for. While other organizations study Fleisher, they do not feel 
above studying themselves in order to improve.  
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Student Outlook 
 To complete my 360 degree view of Fleisher Art Memorial, I interviewed 
a student at Fleisher. Harold Blum took classes in 2009 but also took classes as a 
child over fifty years ago. He is a member of the Student Advisory Council and is 
not only taking classes but is also doing additional volunteer work. Although he 
claims to not have art ability, he still has a love for art and enjoys taking classes. 
When asked about his perspective on the recession and Fleisher he chimed in 
quickly with, “I believe they rose to the challenge.” He goes into further detail 
about the new, young staff. Kathy (the adult program manager) focus on unique, 
fresh programs while still maintaining a solid core of traditional courses such as 
oils. Although the groups of free classes have dropped, they are still solid and the 
membership is more defined. The faculty is also very strong and that keeps the 
students coming back each term.  
 Blum commented that the restructuring of the education department and 
the recession forced Fleisher to streamline registration and exposed the need for 
Fleisher to keep their community aware of their programs. Although students who 
have been involved with the organization for a long time had issue with the 
changes, other students like Blum explained the situation to them and focused on 
the positives (exp: strong classes, streamlining registration, etc.).  
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 Blum explained how the students also played a big role in the 
organization’s stability during the recession. The students created the Student 
Advisory Council (SAC) during the recession to become more vocal on what 
courses they were interested in and what others were not working. The staff was 
open to their ideas and encouraged their input. The advisory council awarded 
student exhibitions and reached out to universities to cultivate new members. The 
council makes sure that they update the students on the programs and assist with 
registration issues so there is no hesitation with taking courses. They were there to 
help the organization explain and address the concerns of shrinking free programs 
at Fleisher. The council also asked students to fill out formal evaluation 
questionnaires and ask why they dropped courses (if they have). Like the board of 
directors, Blum also believes that an indication of the success of the student 
advisory council is the fact that more people want to be involved in it.  
 As an active student, Blum has observed a growth of new students in the 
20-30 year category. To address this growth, the SAC reaches out to see what 
those students are interested in and suggesting to incorporate those courses in the 
curriculum. Fleisher’s marketing has also made good improvements by getting the 
word out on social media like Facebook, as well as events like artspirations and 
other new projects. Another positive change is that students can now observe 
classes (open house) with the hope to reach more people and get them interesting. 
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There is also more studio space which has been greatly appreciated by the 
students. Blum finished the interview with a simple goal for Fleisher to keep in 
mind during the crisis; “Our goal is to get more people than we need.” 
 
 
Elements 
Leadership 
During all of the interviews, I began to notice certain elements trending in 
everyone’s answers on how Fleisher stabilized in the recession. In my initial 
interview, as Matt Braun went into detail about his journey and changes in the 
organization, it became apparent that leadership would be my first element. Matt 
guided the organization through a few major changes during a turbulent time in 
our economy. The first was the branding change in Fleisher Art Memorial. This 
included a new logo, tagline and mission. He made sure to establish open 
communication and get everyone involved. These changes gave the organization a 
breath of fresh air and allowed them to restructure and organize their goals to 
portray to the community. The second change Braun helped guide was the 
creation of a new strategic plan. Both the board and the staff would be involved in 
creating it and this allowed them to step back and analyze their work and 
programs to see what worked and which did not.  
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Faculty member Sevcik highlighted in our interview a personal important 
moment he experienced where Matt showed his superior leadership. When Braun 
began at Fleisher, the stock market (which contained Fleisher’s endowment), was 
on a decline. He called a meeting in his office to inform not only the staff but the 
board and faculty of the endowment situation and that next year might be even 
worse. He explained that Fleisher would work through it and try not to lose 
anyone but he had to cut classes from 15 to 10 a semester. He also explained 
some of the upcoming changes to pay vs. free courses. Sevcik felt that this was an 
important meeting and moment for Braun’s leadership because he showed his 
strength and his ability to welcome a communal effort from everyone. Board 
President, Elizabeth Price also made a specific note about Braun’s ability to keep 
communication open across the organization so everyone can stay focused on a 
common goal and his strength in explaining why certain changes are happening at 
Fleisher.  
Staff Changes and Departmental Additions 
 Another sign of Braun’s strong leadership skills was his staff 
restructuring. As I explained earlier in my thesis, Stid and Bradach believed that a 
strong leader will also develop strong management team in their organization so 
they can maintain the organization and allow the executive director to work both 
inside and outside of the organization. When Braun came to Fleisher, he saw the 
need to restructure the staff and create an education department and a facilities 
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department so the organization is more structured and the needs of the staff are 
met. He also created directors and manager positions to oversee the rest of the 
staff and keep them united in their goals. For example, Magda Martinez was made 
the Director of the Education Department and oversaw the exhibitions, adult and 
children program managers to ensure everything was cohesive. Having an 
executive management team allowed Braun to have more input in the decisions of 
the organization and to assist him with overseeing operations.  
 Another important element in staff changes also occurred what more 
administrative support staffs were hired. Having that support allowed more work 
to be completed and produced more efficiently. The managers were also able to 
have assistance in maintaining daily operations, preventing them from being 
overworked. Although Fleisher expanded their departments and staff, they were 
still managed properly and efficiently for the organization’s size.  
Membership, Tuition and Program Modifications 
 Since funding and support could not be dependent on grants and donations 
alone, Fleisher had to reevaluate their membership and tuition free programs. In 
order to remain stable and continue offering quality courses, Fleisher had to scale 
back their programming. They also increased the amount of paid classes and 
reduced class sizes for the free courses. John Sevcik agreed that this allowed more 
students to take the courses more seriously and really try to learn more from their 
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faculty. Before they even considered cutting the programming, it should be 
mentioned that they cut back other areas before looking at the courses. All of the 
staff took a week furlough34 and printing and marketing was also cut back. 
                                                            
34 work with no pay 
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However, by making membership mandatory for all participants, they were able 
to better control and gauge who were taking courses as well as generate revenue 
to continue offering those courses at a higher quality. Not only Sevcik but their 
student, Harold Blum believed this change strengthened the organization overall 
and streamlined registration. 
Board Restructuring 
 While the staff and the programming went through reorganization, the 
board of directors was also transformed and became another element to Fleisher’s 
steadiness. In both Braun’s and Price’s interviews, the board was mentioned for 
being strengthened and refreshed in the last three years. Once Braun appointed 
Price as Board President, she began reevaluating and redesigning the board to be 
more efficient and proactive in the organization. The board set goals to reach out 
to the community and involve more cultural leaders in the organization. They also 
took responsibility for cultivating new board members and mentoring them to also 
remain active and efficient for Fleisher. Becoming self-sufficient allowed the 
executive director to feel confident about the board and relying on them more to 
cultivate more members. As the recession continues one of the next challenges for 
the board will be to improve their ability to ask for large sums of money from 
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donors. Price already mentioned plans to work on cultivating more funds for the 
organization and how to equip the board members with those abilities.  
Conclusion 
Fleisher Art Memorial was an organization that stood out during the 
recession of 2008. Their new, strong leadership allowed them to refocus their 
mission to become more engaged with the community. Fleisher’s restructuring of 
their board and staff encouraged more productivity and renewed energy within the 
organization and it translated to those in the community. They not only were able 
to redesign their membership and programming but they improved the quality and 
made registration more steam lined and catered to the student body.  Rather than 
the traditional timeless untouchable art, nonprofit organizations are engaging and 
interacting more with their communities. When I studied Fleisher Art Memorial’s 
elements of change and the impact it has had in Philadelphia it is encouraging to 
see that some organizations use the recession as a chance to restructure and 
streamline their organization. By breaking down organization models and 
leadership techniques as well as education programming in this organization, I 
better understood the new techniques for nonprofits to sustain their educational 
programming for future generations through the difficult economic time.  
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Appendix 1. Fleisher Art Memorial Organizational Chart 
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Appendix 2.  Board Member Interview Questions 
 
Board Interview Questions 
 
1) Can you talk about your relationship with Fleisher and its programs? 
 
 
 
2) As the board President, can you give your perspective on how the 
economic crisis affected Fleisher and its programs? 
 
 
 
 
3) Matt indicated that the board changed over the last few years. Can you 
give me some examples of how the board changed and what impact that 
had on Fleisher? 
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Appendix 3. Community Funder Interview Questions 
 
Funder Interview Questions 
1) I was researching your website and you mention the arts and education in 
your mission. Can you talk about the importance of Fels Fund supporting 
them? 
 
 
2) How did the economic crisis affect you and your donations? Was the 
selection process reevaluated?  
 
3) Can you talk about your relationship with Fleisher Art Memorial?  
 
4) During the economic crisis (especially 2008-2010), Fels Fund not only 
supported Fleisher but increased their donations. Can you explain what 
attracted the foundation to donate to Fleisher? 
 
 
5) What are your reporting requirements? Do they report back to you on what 
your donation allowed them to do with their art education? 
 
 
6) Were you satisfied? 
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Appendix 4. Faculty Interview Questionnaire 
 
Faculty Interview Questions 
1) Can you talk about your personal relationship with Fleisher now and how 
you began with them? 
 
2) As a faculty member, can you give your perspective on how the economic 
crisis affected Fleisher and its programs? 
 
3) After 2008 Fleisher went through many changes, including restructuring 
the Art Education Department. Can you give me some examples of how 
the changes affected the faculty and what impact it had on the organization 
as a whole? 
 
 
 
4) How has the faculty contributed to Fleisher’s growth and stability during 
the crisis? 
 
 
5) Any closing thoughts on how Fleisher has (and still is) managing during 
this difficult time? 
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Appendix 5. Student Interview Questionnaire 
 
Student Interview Questions 
1) Can you talk about your personal relationship with Fleisher now and how 
you started taking classes there? 
 
2) As a student, can you give your perspective on how the economic crisis 
affected Fleisher and its programs? 
 
3) After 2008 Fleisher went through many changes, including restructuring 
the Art Education Department and its tuition fees. Can you give me some 
examples of how the changes affected the students and what impact it had 
on the organization as a whole? 
 
Advisory board? 
 
 
 
4) How have the students contributed to Fleisher’s growth and stability 
during the crisis? 
 
 
5) Any closing thoughts on how Fleisher has (and still is) managing during 
this difficult time? 
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Appendix 6.  Nonprofit Lifecycle 
 
 
Matt came 
to Fleisher 
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